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Abstract: In this work, orthonormal generalized B-spline polynomials (OGBSPs) with some important properties are
adopted. Their operational derivative matrix is first introduced. Then the relation for transformation of orthonormal
generalized B-spline polynomials into B-spline polynomials is derived in this paper. In addition, the convergence is
established which dictates that B-spline polynomials can converge to a smooth approximate solution.
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1. Introduction
Polynomials are the simplest tool in approximations.
They are utilized to represent complicated functions and
can be represented in many different bases for example,
Chebyshev[1-2], Laguerre[3-4], B-spline[5-6], Bernstein[7-9],
and other bases forms[10]. The orthonormal B-spline
polynomials and their properties are important in many
applications [11-16].
The B-spline polynomials and their basis form that
can be generalized on the interval [a, b], are defined as
follows:
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For convenience, we set   䘠෗   = 0, if    
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The useful properties for generalized B-spline
polynomials are
1) The generalized B-spline polynomial of degree
m    interms of a linear combination of B-spline
polynomials of degree m on the interval [a䘠 b] is given as
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2) The generalized B-spline polynomials of degree
෗ can be represented by the combination of two B-spline
polynomial of degree෗   
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3) The derivatives of the ෗   degree generalized
B-spline polynomials are
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4) The relation between generalized B-spline
polynomials of degree m and the power basis is
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2. Orthonormal Generalized
B-spline Polynomials (OGBSPs)
An orthogonal sequence c for generalized B-spline
polynomials can be generated over the interval െ䘠ܾ ,
with the aid of Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
process.
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To contract an orthogonal sequence φi7 that spans
the same subspace as the original set.
φ 7   B 7
φk7   Bk7  
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ckjφj7 䘠 k    䘠2䘠 7 
where
ckj     Bk7 䘠 φj7  φj7䘠φj7
and the orthogonal polynomials   7    can be
normalized such that
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Therefore; the seventh generalized orthonormal
B-spline Polynomials are
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3. The Relation Between OGBSP
and GBSP
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4. Fundamental Relation for
Operational Matrix of Derivative
For GBSP
On the interval [a䘠 b]䘠 any GBSP polynomials of
degree m can be written as a linear combination of the
GBSP basis polynomials of degree m    
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One can obtain the derivatives of nth-degree
GBSP basis polynomials
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Furthermore, the first derivatives of ෗   degree
generalized Bernstein basis polynomials can be written
as a linear combination of the generalized
Bernstein basis polynomials of degree෗
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There is a relation between GBSP basis polynomials
matrix and their derivatives of the form
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Hence we obtain the matrix relation
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5. The Derivative for OGBSP of Order Seven
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6. Operational Matrix of Derivative for OGBSP
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7. Convergence criterion for
OGBSPs
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8. Discussion
The generalized orthonormal B-spline polynomials
of order seven are first presented. Then some formulas
that relate OGBSP with GBSP are obtained. Then, their
operational derivative matrix is derived. In addition, the
convergence is established, which dictates that
generalized orthonormal B-spline polynomials can
converge to a smooth approximate solution. The given
results can be applied to solve optimal control problems
and boundary value problems.
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